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1. Hardware modifications compared to PlaneTRack Type B 

1.1 Front panel USB port (Type A) 
 

 
Deviation from the manual:  
The USB mtc port is used to upgrade the FLARM device and download status reports. It is 
connected internally to the FLARM USB port. Please see the FLARM documentation for details. 

1.2 Rear panel  

 
MTC PROC - USB port (Type B) 
This port is the processor maintenance port as described in the operating manual (emergency 
console). 
 
FLARM antenna connector (N or SMA female) 
Connect an active FLARM antenna through this connector. The line has a 5V DC power supply on 
it. Do not shorten this line. 
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FLARM control LED  
There is no visible control light for the FLARM device on the outside of the receiver. However, 
operation of the receiver can be checked by software readout (see below). A FLARM control LED 
is visible inside the device through the cutouts in the top panel. This LED must be green for 
normal operations. If it is not green (i.e. red or yellow) most likely the GPS connection is not 
correctly established. 
 
IMPORTANT: The FLARM receiver requires a working GPS connection. It will not provide 
any target data without GPS. 
 

2. Additional software functionality 
In addition to the functionalitiy as described in sections 6.3, 6.4, 6.5 of the Operating Manual, there 
are the following interfaces for FLARM: 
 
Surveillance map - http://<ip>:9090 (Internet required) 
Shows all flights, including FLARM flights 
Update rate ca. 2-3 secs; Altitude filter: 10000 feet (targets above are shown smaller) 
Please note that the maximum range of the FLARM receiver is 32km West, North, East and 
South of the receiver. 
 

 
 
The top and bottom bar can be hidden when clicking to the bottom bar. FLARM targets are shown 
in green color. 
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Menu FLIGHTS 
 

 
 
FLIGHTS | Flight List (HTML) 
This menu items shows a list of all flights received, including FLARM 
 

 
FLIGHTS | Flight List (HTML) 
This menu items shows a csv list of FLARM flights received 
This list can also be directly downloaded from http://<ip>:9090/flights-csv or 
http://<ip>:9090/flarm-csv 

 
Fields: 
[1] UTC timestamp 
[2] Flarm ID 
[3] Callsign (not available for FLARM) 
[4] Altitude above MSL (in feet) 
[5] Ground speed (in kts) 
[6] Track (in degrees True) 
[7] Position latitude 
[8] Position longitude 
[9] Vertical rate (in ft/min) 
[10] Flarm aircraft type designator 
[11] Flarm ID type designator 
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Menu STATUS 
 

 
 
STATUS | GPS Position (CSV) 
This menu items shows a csv list of the 3D position of the receiver 
The status messages mean: 
F. time in secs since last FLARM control packet received (should not be greater than 3) 
G: time in secs since last GPS packet received (should not be greater than 3) 
This list can also be directly downloaded from http://<ip>:9090/position 

 
 
STATUS | System Status Heatmap 
This menu items shows a txt list of the recent receiver messages and a heat map of the received 
targets since midnight. 
Refer to the FLARM manual for meaning of  status messages. In case of a device error the error 
message can be found in plain message.: 
This list can also be directly downloaded from http://<ip>:9090/status 
If the heatmap is not cleared automatically at midnight (usually because of absence of NTP time) it 
can be cleared by: http://<ip>:9090/clear 
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JSON-formatted flight data 
all flights: available from http://<ip>:9090/flarm_flightlist.json 
FLARM flights only: available from http://<ip>:9090/flights-json 

 
 
Asterix CAT021 V0.23 and V0.26 interface (optional) 
 
An optional Asterix interface is available via UDP. Control of the interface is fromt he Configuration 
dialog that controls ADS-B asterix transmissions. Please refer to Application Note AN-101, 
available in the documentation area. 
https://planevision.systems/customer/appnotes/AN101-PlaneTRack_Asterix_formats-ApplicationNo
te.pdf  
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3. FLARM ground station software license 
Expiry 
The FLARM firmware expires after ca. 12 months of operation. To renew the firmware it 
has to be downloaded from the internet FLARM webpage and saved to an USB stick. 
 
Renewal 
Plug the USB stick to the front panel USB jack. Wait ca. 10 minutes for the upgrade to be 
completed. Do not pull the USB stick before. Unfortunately FLARM does not provide a 
means to externally detect a successful upgrade. Reset the receiver (on/off). Observe the 
status page (System Status Heatmap) for normal operations. 
 
 
 
 
 
Version Control: 
 
V1.0 180828 Initial Release 
V1.1 180927 Revised in several paragraphs 
V1.2 190308 FLARM N connector added 
V1.3 190409 CSV output details added 
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